Here is an 'overly eventful' set of Turns of Serenissima to illustrate the various
rule mechanisms within the game. Where reference might be helpful, these are
given in the side column.
In this example, I have given the Christian side the first part of Turn.
SCENARIO:

SERENISSIMA
Ca rrack:
Light Gal ley:
Moslem Galley:
Llrge Galiot:
Galiot:
Fusta:

REN14
RENS
REN6
REN4
REN3
REN2

An 'average ' Christian Carrack with a DC of80, is being escorted by a 'good '
Light Galley with a DC of 40 on its port quarter. They are heading due south,
directly before the wind, in a light breeze. Both are at full sail.
An
1)
2)
3)

'average' Moslem Galley with a DC of 50 has:
a 'poor ' Lg. Ga/iot with a DC of 40 to starboard and slightly astern;
a 'good ' Galiot, DC 3 0, further astern and to starboard of the Lg. Galiot;
an 'average ' Fusta, DC of20, level with the Galiot on the starboard quarter
of the Galley and the port quarter of the Lg. Ga/iot.

These vessels are sighted to the SW ofthe Carrack, closing at fast rowed speed,
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TURN 1:
I The Christian vessels reduce to easy sail but maintain their course.

The Moslem Galley has the Carrack in its arc of frre and risks a shot at her
rigging at long range, hoping to possibly get a Well Laid Shot.
The player's collective score of 9, enables the Moslem ships to maintain their
course and speed but only gives half effect to the galley's frre. However, the fact
that all the Moslem vessels are fast speed and heading N .E. causes them to become
too close together. The Fusta's speed is 40mm faster than the Galley's speed and
this discrepancy in speed has caused it to move between the Galley and Lg. Galiot's
bases, meaning the three vessels become ' in formation ' .
Result of Galley firi ng at Carrack:
Ability score of9 is moderated by: Target's sails set + I = 10.
I 0 at long range= Hit at half effect
Galley 3- artillery factor 4 x Range multiplier of 1 Rigging and 1 Hull
= 4 rigging and 4 hull points divided by 2.

Damage to Carrack is Rigging: 2 points; Hull: 2 points.

TURN2:

The Christian vessels' orders are to turn one point to port in an effort to bring the
enemy into the Carrack's arc offrre and for the Galley to lower her sails and move
under oars.
Their collective score of 6 allows the Light Galley (+1 for ' good') to move and
turn normally (SSE) but it is insufficient for it to decrease sail.
The Carrack's score is moderated by ' minus ! ' for being ' under fire ', so she is
forced to make a Penalty Turn and her stern falls off from the wind. The dice
score is even so her stern is pushed to port, causing her course to alter to SSW.
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TURN 2 (continued):
The Moslem player 's orders are for all vessels to continue to close with the enemy
at fast speed and the Galley to reload.
Their collective score is 7. The Galley, the flagship in this example, does not have
its score reduced and continues to head NE but fails to re-load.
However, there are penalties for the Lg. Galiot and the Fusta.
The Lg. Galiot has a reduced score of 5* which causes its stern to ' fall off',
course NNE and its oarmen to become fatigued. *(Poor: -I ; In formation -I)
The Fusta also has a 'minus I' (in formation) and suffers a Penalty Turn to ENE
which causes it and the Lg. Galiot to collide.
Rigging
Hull
Damage from Collision:
2
2
Lg Galiot
4
4
Fusta
Both vessels are stopped by the collision for the remainder of the Turn.
The Galiot is far enough away to be unaffected and with its good quality, continues
to close with the enemy NE.
TURN3:
The Christian player orders both vessels to turn and the Light Galley to decrease
sail and move under oars.
Their collective score this time is sufficient to enable the Carrack to turn to SSE,
2 points of turn away from the wind (the second point is also considered away in
this instance as it is a continuation of the frrst point of turn which was away).
The Light Galley changes from sail to oars: sailed speed 30mm equals closest
oared speed of 40mm (slow). The vessel is also able to accelerate to normal speed
(70mm); moves and turns once, headingS on the port side of the Carrack's bow.
The Moslem vessels are still outside medium range, the player elects to throw
collectively again. Their orders are for the Galley to reload; the vessels in collision
to break free; the Lg. Galiot to remain stationary in the hope of reducing its
fatigue and the Galiot to reduce speed and frre at the Carrack's rigging.
The player throws 16.
The Lg. Galiot with a moderated score of 14 (Poor -I; In collision -I) is able to
break free, turning to NE to do so, but then remains 'hove to' . This voluntary stop
with a score of over 12 allows it to take off its fatigue point.
The Fusta with a moderated score of 15 (In collision -1) is able to turn back to
NE and move at slow speed (40mm).
The Galiot gets: Good + 1 on its Ability Score; and Target's sail's set + 1 on its
Firing Score . It achieves a Well Laid Shot. Its firing arc only passes across the
Carrack's base, missing the vessel's hull, so its frring damage is divided by 2.
The Carrack adds to her initial damage: Rigging 2.5 points; Hull 2.5 points.
The players's throw for the Well Laid Shot is 6 (these scores are un-moderated)
and this causes a rigging fire on the Carrack.

TURN4:
The Carrack's orders are to fight the fire whilst the Light Galley is to increase
speed (to Fast, 11 Omm) and turn, in the hope of bringing her guns to bear.
A collective score of 12 enables all these actions to be achieved.

I
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The Moslem player, his vessels still just outside medium range, elects to make
another collective throw. He orders all vessels to maintain the same course NE :
the Galley to reduce speed;
the Lg. Galiot to move first, increase speed and fire at the Carrack's rigging;
the Fusta to increase to normal;
the Galiot to reload.

DEFENSIVE FIRE
T he Carrack to fire its tarboa rd gun s defensive ly at the Ga lley 's hull.
The Moslem 's collective score is 11.
The Galley is able to reduce speed and move at normal (60mm).
The Lg. Galiot can accelerate to Slow (40mm) but its fire is only half effective
(moderated score is '-1 ' for poor; firing score is +1 for target's sails being set).
The Fusta with a score of 11 is also able to accelerate.
The Galiot (good +1) is able to continue to close and reload.
The Carrack 's damage is increased to Rigging 3.5 points. Hull 3.5 points.

The Carrack (now at medium range), has a Defensive Fire score of 13
(throw of 14, then -I for being under fire), which scores a hit:

I

Damage to Moslem Galley: 2RDC points; 2 HDC points.

TURNS:
The Christian player must now throw for individual vessels as his Light Galley is
within medium range of the Moslem's Galiot.
His orders are for the Carrack to reload. He throws for the Carrack and a score of
13 is moderated to 11 (under fire -1 ; sailing vessel attempting to reload -1 ). This
means she fails to reload and just moves 20mm SSE.
The Light Galley is ordered to accelerate to Battle speed, close to contact and fire
at the Galiot's hull. Although his target is within arc of fire of the Carrack, he
cannot claim support because it is unloaded and out of Anti Personnel range.
Note: His opponent elect.\' not to .fire de.femive~p as none t~f its cou.m rts' artille1:r can
be brought to hear and they are also too far mvt~l' to fire anti-personnel weapons.

The Light Galley is within range to strike the smaller Galiot on the front of its
base. A dice throw of 9 on the Close to Contact Table has zero effect, which is
then moderated by:
Good ships company ................. ............ +1
More artillery factors able to fire ........ ... +I
More AP factors ................ .................... +1
This gives a Close to Contact result of ' Plus 3 ' =a whole-hearted attack.
All the Light Galley's weapons will frre at point blank range.

TURN 5 (continued):
It is still the part of turn of the Christian player. However, in Close to Contact/
Firing, the opposing player has a similar set of tables which must be followed in
order to simulate proportional damage.
Opposing Player: lose to Contact/Firing

SERENISSIMA
C to C Opposing Playe~:
Modifiers
Pg 57
Result
Pg 58
Collision
Gune~ Damage
Boa~ding

Pg 36
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A dice throw of 12 for the Galiot has zero effect, which is then moderated by:
Good .... ...... ........ ................................... +1
Less artillery ........ .... .. ............................ -1
Less anti personnel ...... .......... .... .... ........ . -1
This gives a Close to Contact result of ' Minus 1' =its defending artillery will be
as at long range and its anti personnel fire will be as at close range.
The Chri tian Light Ga lley increases to battle speed (160mm), turns the appropriate
number of times and strikes the Galiot on its base after discharging its artillery
and a/p weapons at point blank range.
Damage to the Galiot
From artillery
From alp
From collision

Rigging

8

Hull
21
15
8

Total Damage to Galiot = 8 points RDC, 44 points HDC.
Therefore I whole HDC lost and 14 points of loss carried forward.
Damage to the Light Galley
From artillery
From alp
From collision

Rigging
I
2
6

Hull

I
4
6

Total Damage to Light Galley= 9 points RDC, 11 points HDC.

T he Christian Light Ga lley, having caused more damage, takes the Boarding Melee
Test. The player throws dice:
Score of 8 .... .......... .. .... ...... ...... .......... .... . -1
Good ships eo . .......... ........................ .. ... + 1
Enemy DC lost ............................ .. ........ + 1
More a/p ............ ........ ...... ............ .. ....... +1
Twice as many alp ........ .... .. .... .. ............. +1
This gives a result of ' plus 3 '.
Damage to Galiot = 15 HDC p oints (hull damage points elf is now 29).
Damage to Light Galley = I point HDC

TURN 5 (continued):
With the enemy now in medium range, the Moslem player must also throw for
individual vessels. He orders: The Galley to increase speed and turn; The Lg.
Galiot to reload and to try a Desperate Measure to increase speed more quickly.
The Fusta to move normally.
The Galley's Ability score is sufficient. It accelerates to Fast (90mm) and turns
ENE, moves 30mm, turns E and moves a further 30mm.
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The Lg. Galiot's score of 15 means it is able to accelerate through two bands to
Fast ( 11 Omm) and to reload its artillery.
The Fusta's score of7 means she is also able to move at normal speed.
The Galiot, which is in melee, elects not to attempt to board. Given the situation,
even a good throw would cause the Molem side more casualties.
TURN6

C to C Movin g P l ~yet:
ModiFiers
Pg 55
Result
Pg 56

The Christian player now throws 13 for the Carrack and moderates by -1 for
sailing vessel attempting to reload, giving a successful Ability Score of 12. He
elects not to fire the Carrack's artillery, holding back for the anticipated contact.

C to C Opposing Pl~yet:
Modifiers
Pg 57
Result
Pg 58

The Light Galley's melee dice score is 14. This has the effect of ' + 1', to which
the following modifiers are applied:
Good ......................... .......................... . +I
Lost enemy DC 's .......... .... .. ...... .... ......... + I
Result= +5
More alp .......... ................ ..................... + 1
Twice as many a/p .... ...... ................ .... ... + 1

This causes a further 21 points of damage to the Ga/iot, and its surrender.
The Moslem player announces Closing to Contact by the Galley on the Carrack's
stern, using the Lg. Galiot and Fusta as intended support. A score of I 0 by the
Galley (the principal vessel) on the CtoC table has zero effect and is moderated
Support . .................... .................. ...... ... +2
More artillery .............. .... .. .... .. .... .......... + I
Target's bulwarks .......... .... .. ...... ............. -1
Less a/p .. .. .... .................... ..................... -1
The result allows the Galley a cautious attack, meaning it will remain at Fast
speed, fire artillery at close range and a/p weapons at point blank range.

Opposing Playea·: Close to Contact/Firing against pdncipal attackea·
The Carrack 's dice throw is 13 which has the effect of ' +I ' to which the following
modifers are applied:
Protected by bulwarks ............. ............. + 1 (as contact wi ll be made)
More a/p factors .................................. .. + 1
Less artillery .. ...................... .... ............. -1
The result of ' +2 ' =the Carrack's artillery and alp will frre at point black range.

TURN 6 (continued):
It is still the Moslem player 's part ofTurn.

Now the that the opposing player has followed his Close to Contact segment of
play, the Moslem Galley closes on the Carrack's base, at the stern.

SERENISSIMA

Damage to the Carrack
From artillery
From alp
From collision

Rigging
4
5

Hull
20
20
5

Total Damage to Carrack by Moslem Galley= 9 points RDC, 45 points HDC.
Close to Contact Pg 54
C to C Moving Playe~:
Mo<liFiets
Pg 55
Result
Pg 56
C to C Opposing Playe~:
Modi(iets
Pg 57
Result
Pg 58

Damage to the Moslem Galley
From artillery
From alp
From collision

Rigging

8

Hull
14
25
8

Total Damage to Moslem Galley= 8 points RDC, 47 points HDC.

The Lg. Galiot, in support, has orders to increase to Battle speed and CtoC with
the Carrack. It uses the Galley's score of 10 (zero effect) and moderates:
Support .. ..... .. ..................... .... .......... .... . +2
Target incapacitated ... .......... ............. ..... +I
More a/p ....... ....... ............... .............. .... +I (Carrack has used its alp at Galley)
Target's bulwarks .. .. ..... ........ ..... ........ ..... -I
Poor ... ...... ...... ........... .......... ...... ... .... ...... -I
The result allows a wholehearted attack and firing at point blank range.

Opposing Player: Close to Contact/Firing against supporting attacker:
The Christian player tests for CtoC for the attack on the Carrack's side division
of artillery. A throw of 15 has the effect of ' +I', which is modified as follows:
Protected by bulwarks ... ....... ..... ............ +I
Under frre .................. .... ... .......... .. .......... -I
Less alp .. ..... .. ... ..................................... -I
In collision ..... ..... ... .................. ... .... .... ... -I
The result allows the Carrack's artillery to fire at the equivalent of long range.
Re : Carral~ k's lluiii)C's
The running total damage to the
Carrack :S hull is I DC plus
5.5 points elf
This hull damage results in the
CGI·rack :S stern (most damaged)
division of artillery reducing to I
and its alp to 3.

Damage to the Carrack
From artillery
From alp
From collision

Rigging

8

Hull
14
15
8

Total Damage to Carrack by Lg. Galiot = 8 points RDC, 37 points HDC.
Damage to the Lg. Galiot
From artillery
From alp
From collision
Total Damage to Lg Galiot

Rigging
2
16

= 18 points RDC, 18 points HDC.

Hull
2
16

TURN 6 (continued):
It is still the Moslem player's part of Turn. The Fusta is also under orders to
support the attack on the Carrack and must follow the CtoC table. However, it
will not be able to close with the Carrack's base as there is insufficient room. It
will instead close with the principal vessel (to give support with its a/p).
Using the Galley's (principal attacking vessel) score of I 0 (zero effect), moderators
are then applied as follows:
Support ........... .......... ... .. .... ....... ....... .... . +2
Target incapacitated ......... .... .. .... .... ........ + I
More a/p ........ ..... ........... ............ ........... +1
The result (+4) allows a wholehearted attack. Its a/p fires at the Carrack at point
blank range.
Damage to Carrack: 5 points HDC
Note: there is 110 need for CtoC reactio11 by tile Opposing Player as tile Carrack has
110 weapo11s left to fire; a11d there was 110 co11tact.

SERENISSIMA
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The collision with the Galley's long base side at fast speed causes the following:
Damage from Collision:
Rigging
Hull
Galley
2
7
Fusta
5
Its side having inflicted more damage, the Moslem Galley takes the Boarding
Melee Test and throws a dice score of 11 which has zero effect, to which the
following modifiers are applied:
Enemy DC lost ....... ........... .................... + 1
More a/p ....... ....... ...... ..... .. .................... + 1 (Galley 3, Lg. Galiot 3, Fusta I)
Lower in the water .............. ...... .......... .... -1
Opponent has anti-boarding devices ........ -1
The result is '0' so damage in this first round of melee is zero to both sides.

Total Damage to date - all vessels:
Carrack

Rigging

Turn I

2.0

Tum3
Tum4
Tum6
Tum6
Tum6

0.5
1.0
9.0
8.0

Total :

Hull
2.0
0.5
1.0
45.0
37.0
5.0
-IDC (Stem)

20.5

Ga lley
Turn 4
Turn 6

Rigging
2
10

Hull
2
54

Ga liot
Turn 5
Turn 6

Rigging
8

Hull
59
21

UITc nd ers

Total:

12

Lg Ga li o t Rigging

56
Hull
2

Fusta

Turn 2

2

Tum6

18

18

Turn 2
Tum6

Total:

20

20

Total:

Rigging
4

Hull
4

5

c/f I O.S (Stbd.)

Lt Ga lle
TurnS

Rigging

9

Hull

12

9

4

TURN7
The Light Galley places a prize crew of 1 a/p factor on the Galiot and prepares to
Break Free next Turn.
The player decides not to attempt boarding from the Carrack at this stage.
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The Moslem player takes the Boarding Melee Test:
Dice score of 6 ............ .... .. ............ ...... .. - I
Enemy DC lost .... .. .......... .. .... .............. .. +I
More a/p .. .... .......... ...... ........ .. ............... + 1 (Galley 3, Lg. Galiot 3, Fusta I)
Lower in water ....................................... -1
Enemy anti boarding devices ............ ...... . -I
Lost DC .................... .. ........ .... ............... -I
This gives a total of -2.
Carrack's melee damage = 7 points of HDC

Moslem's melee damage = 12 points of HDC, apportioned
4 to each participating vessel.

TURNS
The Christian Light Galley's orders are to Break Free and fire a/p at the Lg.
Galiot's hull. The player throws dice score of 15. With a+ 1 for good ships eo., it
is entitled to a Well Laid Shot.

It breaks free from the Galiot and moves Smm backwards away from the Galiot,
turns once- moving Smm back; turns a second time- again Smm back; turns a
third and fmal time- another Smm back, putting itself in a position to close with
the Lg. Galiot in the next Turn.
Having left 1 factor of a/p on the Galiot and not having artillery loaded, the Light
Galley's a/p fire would normally cause damage of 2 rigging and 4 hull points to
its target. However, this is reduced because the target vessel is on the losing side
of a melee. Damage is as follows :
Al P Damage caused by Light Galley
To Carrack
To Lg. Galiot

Rigging
1
I

Hull
2
2

A score of I 0 for the Well Laid Shot causes further damage:
Al P Damage caused by WLS
To Carrack
To Lg. Galiot

Rigging

Hull
16
8

Note:
The Lg. Galiot is in melee with the Carrack.
When firing at a vessel losing in melee, damage will be divided equally between both sides.

TURN 8 (continued)
The Moslem player orders the Galley to Break Free, frre a/p into the Carrack and
fight another day.
DEFENSIVE FIRE
The Christian Light Ga lley will fire defens ively at the Mos lem's
Lg. Galiot. (The Ca rrack ca nnot fire as it is theoretica lly still in melee
as the Lg. Ga liot is still alongs ide.)
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The Moslem player throws 13 for the Galley, which is modified by -1 for a lost
DC and -I for being in collision. The resultant Ability score of I 0 enables it to
break free and frre a/p into the Carrack.
Damage to Carrack from Galley = I 5 HDC points
The Galley then backs water, moves 1Omm, turns and backs a further 20mm.
The Fusta is also ordered to fire at the Carrack and move away NE. It is no longer
in collision and is able to turn and move past the Carrack's stern and frre.
Damage to Carrack from Fusta = 5 HDC points.
The Lg. Galiot has orders to frre at the Carrack, Break Free and back away,
turning as it does so. The dice throw is 13 which is then modified by -I for poor
quality; -1 for DC lost; -I for 'under fire '; and -1 for being in collision. The
resultant Ability score of 9 enables it to follow these orders.
Damage to Carrack from Lg. Galiot = 15 HDC points.
The Light Galley's defensive fire score of I 0 causes firing damage:

I Damage to Lg. Galiot = 2 RDC points; 4 HDC points.
TURN9

Orders for both Christian vessels are to reload, frre at the Lg. Galiot; and the
Light Galley to attempt a Desperate Measure (to go from slow astern to slow
ahead) in order to get closer to the Lg Galiot to make its frring more effective.
DEFENS IVE FIR E
T he Fusta is to fit·e defe nsively a t the Ca r rac k.
ThethrowfortheCarrack is 15, modified by-1 for lost DC; -1 for being ' hove to'
and -1 for under frre =Ability Score of 12. It is able to reload and to frre.
Damage to Lg. Galiotfrom Carrack = 5 RDC points and I6 HDC points.

I

The Fusta fires defensively at the Carrack as she is accelerating away.
Damage to Carrackfrom Fusta = 5 HDC points.

The Light Galley's throw is 12. With a+ I for ' good' =Ability Score of 13, it is
able to move from slow astern to slow ahead, turn, reload and fire at the Lg.
Galiot from point blank range, as follows:
Damage to Lg. Galiotfrom Light Galley= 31 HDC points.
When added to its other losses, this means the Lg. Galiot must now
take a Morale Test.

TURN 9 (continued)

It is still the Christian player 's part of Turn. However, a Morale Test must be
taken as and when it is required, so the Moslem player must take the test for the
Lg. Galiot. A dice throw of 11 starts the score at 0, then it is modified:
With 2 remaining DC 's .......................... +2
Within close range of flagship ................ + 1
Poor ships eo . .. ...... ................................ . -1
Under fire .......... ...... .. ............................. -1
Additional enemy frrer ............................ -1
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The t·e ultant score ofZero causes the Lg. Galiot to strike.
The Moslem Galley, its position no longer tenable, opts to try to reload and frre at
the Carrack. It will also attempt a Desperate Measure, hoping to move from
astern to ahead and get clear. However, a throw of 6 (then -1 for a lost DC),
causes a failure to achieve the Desperate Measure, there is a Penalty Turn and a
failure to stop moving astern.
In addition, its a/p fire at the Carrack is not only ineffective, but it is penalised by
an Unlucky Shot. The player throw dice for Unlucky Shot and scores 12.
Damage from Unlucky Shot to Moslem Galley= 10 HDC points.

Total Damage to date - all vessels:
Carrack Rigging
Turn 7 b/f 20.5
Turn7
I
Turn 8
Turn 9
-

Total:

-

-

I

Fusta
Turn 7 b/f
Turn7

Galley
Rigging Hull
Turn 7 b/f
12
56
Turn7
- 4
Turn9
- 10

-

Total

21.5

Lt Galley Rigging
9
Turn 7 b/f
Total:

Hull
I DC+ 10.5
7
53
5

Total:

--

12

I

Rigging
9

-

Hull
4
4

-

9

DC+20

DC+75

Hull
12

Lg Galiot - STR UC K
Galiot -SU RR EN DER

9

12

ASSESSMENT:
If the game ended here, the Christian side could claim a Victory given the following conditions:
Christian Side
Galiot's value ................................ .......... 3
Lg. Galiot's value ...................... .............. 2
Each enemy DC lost .... .................. ........ J
Total
.lQ
Moslem Side
Carrack 's lost DC .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1

-

8

